TUNE IN
___________________________________________________________

with

THE HAPPINESS ENSEMBLE
First of all we want to say how happy we are that you are joining us for this collaborative creative
project between (yourselves) 49 North Street, The Happiness Ensemble and (ourselves) Aoise
Tutty Jackson and Maggie Ryan (the filmmakers) and composer Liam McCabe. You may know
Aoise as the director of ‘An Open Door’ as well as being a familiar face around North Street over
these past few years. We are very excited to be joining forces again to see what magic we can
create amidst these unusual times.
We are all going through a particularly strange time and we want to recognise that this is
challenging in many ways for each of us. Practicing mindfulness and having a creative outlet can
help to soften some of these difficulties. While finding ways that we can still join together in
community helps us to stay connected.
We hope that this project will reinvigorate the energy we so love in ‘The Happiness Ensemble’
reminding ourselves and each other of all the ways we can still TUNE IN and create MUSIC
together during these times.
It’s important to note that if we are contacting you, it is because you are a key member of the
Happiness Ensemble and we want to hear from YOU !
We are inviting you to help us spread some happiness and joy during these sometimes difficult
days, as part of our Happiness Ensemble.
So together we will consider what our inner instrument has to say.
Above all this is an opportunity to PLAY!
A space for you to be creative by simply being YOU.
To express yourself in voice and sound.
So thank you for taking the time to TUNE IN and create something beautiful as a collective.
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WHAT IS INVOLVED?
___________________________________________________________

Included with this project/email is an optional Mindfulness Exercise.
This exercise is an opportunity to further slow down, TUNE IN and come into a space of presence
before beginning your recording. You can listen to it either sitting or lying down. We know that
meditation isn’t for everyone so please remember there is absolutely no pressure to do this
exercise if you don’t feel drawn to it.
You can access this guided meditation here.
https://soundcloud.com/liam-of-the-planes/time-to-tune-in-guided-meditation
If you choose to do the exercise we suggest waiting until after you have done it to turn to the next
page. If you decide not to do it (or just can’t wait to read on!) then turn to the next page and
follow the instructions. If anything is unclear please feel free to email us and we will help to guide
you through it.

Use your phone or other audio recording device to answer the questions. We recommend you
record indoors so you have some control over the sound.
We recommend you have your phone sitting on a flat surface in a quiet room if you are using this
as your recording device. This is to avoid excessive rustling if it were to stay handheld.
A good suggestion would be to place it on a table in front of you.
If there is a question you don’t want to answer that’s absolutely fine. Contribute in the way you feel
comfortable however we do encourage you to let go of any inhibitions, fears and be as true and
playful as possible as this will allow the most interesting and inspirational content.

Deadline for Submissions: June 15th
If you can send all your recordings in one email to
production@escapepodmedia.ie
Subject line: Tune In Recordings
In the email message body please include your name and confirm that you are happy for your
recordings to be included in the final piece.
I (Insert Full Name) give permission for my attached recordings to be included in the final
project of ‘Tune In’
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TO BEGIN
___________________________________________________________

Find a quiet space where you feel relaxed to record your piece of audio.
TUNE IN. Take three long deep breaths before starting. With each inhale welcome this creative
venture. With each exhale let it all go as you settle into this space.
Remember to also take a deep breath before you start and before you answer each question.
(This will help you to relax and also for us to edit the audio together smoothly).
You can do more than one take if you want to.
If a question doesn’t appeal to you SKIP IT!
Feel free to use both words and sounds to answer some or parts of these questions.
Remember EVERYTHING you send us will be welcomed and exactly right. There is no wrong
way to do this - just have fun :)

PART 1 - QUESTIONS
For each audio recording:
Start by telling us your name.
Include the question in the answer:
Example of the question : Can you name a sound that helps you to stay centred?
Example of how we want each of your answers to start: A sound that helps me to stay centred
would be...

1. Can you name a sound that helps you to stay centred and give us a few lines as to why ?
2. Can you think of a sound that you are missing from your day to day life at this time?
3. Take a look around your home - can you see or think of 3 objects that help you to stay centred
and calm?
What sounds would these objects make?
4.Take a look outside your window or consider one of your favourite places outside - can you name
3 things from nature that help you to feel a sense of peace?
What sounds do/would these things make?
5.If you were an instrument what would you be?
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___________________________________________________________

PART TWO - MAKING NOISE/SOUND/MUSIC
Gather any musical instruments or noise making materials (your voice also counts here!). Be as
creative as possible with this. Give yourself permission to PLAY!
You can create up to 3 different sounds/music.
For each audio recording:
Start by telling us your name.
Play/Make Sound 1
Play/Make Sound 2
Play/Make Sound 3
Tell us what it was you were doing/playing.
End
Some examples of things you can do include the below but imagination is limitless so feel free to be
creative!
Clapping your hands / Stomping your feet /Playing a beat / percussion on a random object /
Making a toning sound such as ‘Ommmmm’ ‘Aaaahhhhhh’ ‘Eeeehhhh’ /
Playing an instrument /a sound bowl /Singing a simple word/line/song/melody/
Saying something/anything/poetry/joke
Even a primal scream or shout! If you feel like expressing it, give yourself permission and let it out!
Remember EVERYTHING you send us will be welcomed and exactly right. There is no wrong way to
do this - just have fun :)

PLAY. PLAY. PLAY!!!!
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